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UX Design
Project

Medvis app

Pill reminder
Your personal assistant to aid you in taking right 
medication on time and to simplify your life.
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Have you ever noticed your parents and grand 
parents struggling to remember what medicine to 
take and when to take? This project is focused on 
how to effectively use mobile application to help 
them in the process and simplify their life.

Researched on designing for age 60+
Conducted User research
Generated user personas
Created wireframes
Made Prototypes

User research
Interview & questionare
Hypothesis generation
Secondary research
Analogous Inspiration

Braindumping
Creating insights
How Might We
Top 5 considerations
Creaing guidelines
Rapid prototyping

Information architecture
High fidelity prototype

About Project
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Method of Approach

What I’ve done

Inspiration Ideation Implementation
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01

03
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Challenges
In the fast-moving world with advancements in medicine, on average 20-25 new medicines are 
approved every year and the name of these medicines are quite difficult to remember.
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Hypothesis generation

“It’s the mother of all untapped markets: the world’s 65-plus population. Already at a 
historical high of over 600 million people, it’s projected to hit a full billion by 2030, and 1.6 
billion by 2050,” wrote Joseph F. Coughlin in his Barron’s article on why seniors are the 
fastest growing market. Smartphone adoption rate by elderly (65+ age) increased 
drastically over the years.

Simple and intuitive for the users to understand and use.
One application which should do multiple tasks and cater all the major needs.
Elderly have difficulties in remembering tasks and need help through the process.
Recognition rather than recall approach to reduce the cognitive load of elderly.
Chances of error in input is possible, hence a supervision sytem might help.
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User research
Conducting user research helps in understanding the users' needs, experiences, behaviours 
and goals. Creating  personas helps to step out of ourself. It helps to recognise that different 
people have different requirements and expectations, and also helps to identify for whom 
we’re designing for.

Ragupathi thatha - Age 80 - Retired Police officer

He is a diabetic patient, taking medicine for the last 10 plus years. Everyday he takes medicine 
before having food in the morning, afternoon and in the night as per the doctor’s prescription. 
Sometimes, he forgets to take his tablets before the food and realizes it later(after the food). 
In that case, he takes the tablet after the food, eventhough he knows it is not recommened.

Persona 1

Persona 2
Sajora Nanama - Age 72 - Homemaker

She has low blood pressure and weak knee joints. She takes tablets everyday for the low BP and 
takes tablets for weak joints whenever she feel pain. She keeps all the tablets in a big fabric pouch 
and often gets confused by the names of the tablets. She uses visual clues like color, shape and 
packaging to indentify different tablets.

Persona 3
Maheswari Amma - Age 47 - Homemaker

She has high blood pressure and has vitamin deficiency. She takes tablets everyday for the high BP 
level and vitamin tablets on alternative days. She often forgets when she took the vitamin tablets 
and sometimes has taken the vitamin tablets on consecutive days due to confusion. Buys the tablet 
for 30 days and sometimes she forgets to restock them, failing to skip the tablet on that particular 
day. She calls my father to get the tablets after work and resumes the cycle from the next day.
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Desk research

Population ages 65 and above 
(% of total population)
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Key considerations
Vision - Presbyopia is a condition associated with the aging of the eye that results in progressively worsening ability to focus clearly 
on close objects and causing difficulties in reading. 

Hearing - Presbycusis is a age-realated hearing loss which is common in elderly, thus resulting in failing to hear soft sounds and 
notification alerts.

Motor control - Our motor skills decline with age, which makes it harder to use computers in various ways.

Memory - Age related memory loss, Prospective memory (remembering to do something in the future) suffers as we grow old.

Less is better - Hick’s law, Minimal design and simple use of words to reduce the cognitive load.
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Insights

Using of color, shape and packaging style to remember the 
medication.

Different medicines has different guidelines for consumption 
(before/after food)

Restocking is done usually by nearby medical shops only via 
phone call or direct visit.

Pain points

Keeping track of medicine consumption is quite difficult, when 
different medicine needs to be taken at different period.

Often forgeting to restock, resulting in skiping the medication for 
a day or more.

Name of medication is quite hard to remember.
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Basic User flow

Splash screen New user Onbaording screens

Home screen

Todays’ progress Medication reminder Medical records

Hamburger menu Settings

Overview

Detailed report Verification member

Add or edit medicine Bills and prescription Contact book

Add or edit details

Design guidelines from the research

Using a minimum of 16 px font size as standard and providing the 
option to increase font size if needed.

01

02

03

04

05

06

Maintaining a contrast ratio of 4.5:1 atleast as per Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)

Using a minimum of 44*44 px for interactive elements/buttons

Providing enough clearance between elements to avoid 
accidental interaction.

Naming icons whenever possibile to avoid confusion and 
to reduce cognitive load.

Using visual cues to remeber and identify the medicines easier. 



Homepage
01.

Today’s Progress
02.

New medication
04.

Smart reminder
08.

Medication reminder
03.

Medatication details
05.

Confirmation page
07.

Medication details
06.
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Low fidelity prototype

Today's Progress
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DASHBOARD DESIGN

Where Doctors
meet Dashboard

CareMB Connect is a medical billing 
management software that is centered 
on hastle-free claim payment for 
healthcare providers.     

CLIENT
CareMB B2B Dashboard Design

TASK
UX & UI Design
ROLE

Dr. Chris Hemsworth
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Scope of work
02-Problem Statement

During my Internship at CareMB, I was responsible for delivering a dashboard 
that would help Doctors understand their RCM chain and overview their practise 

score card in easier way.

Understanding the medical billing process 
and building user journeys to reflect how a 

user would move around the interface.

UX Research
Crafting the interface elements to develop 
a dashboard that would be consistent and 

cross-platform friendly.

UI Design
Working with frontend developer and 

stakeholders of the company during the 
entire process. 

Development

Intuitiveness Consistency Data managementProject goals
01-Problem Statement

Outcome
03-Solution

The end Dashboard incorporates all the necessary features.
The Doctors can now analyze how various factors that affects their 
RCM chain with the help of the new dashboard design, which is very 
simple to understand and also visually appealing.

Creating a Dashboard that would be 
intuitive for the users.

Building a solution that would be 
able to deal with diverse data.

Designing the interface that would 
be in line with the new app.

?

About CareMB

!

01-Introduction

Challenge
01-Introduction

CareMB was founded in the year 2017. Today the company employs over 50+ members working 
across the headquarters in North Carolina and main office in Chennai.
 
The company has been very successful in Medical billing service by providing specialized individual 
team for each service segment of RCM cycle. Their officers come with certification and knowledge to 
help doctors minimise the time taken for their revenue realization.

CareMB has been continously improving its existing product for their 
users, resulting in a user friendly software.

Many of the existing clients who used and loved the CareMB connect 
reported that, they need a simple solution to monitor their Revenue 
Cycle Management (RCM) chain.

The company made a decision to develop a solution targeted at their 
users. They are also working on Mobile application, so the B2B users 
get the experience they deserve.

Preparation
01-Introduction

To set off in the right direction, I explained my plan and methodology of approach to the VP Operation and 
HR manager of CareMB, where we dicussed the problems they faced so far with the existing design and 
drafted the scope of the project.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

Phase 01: Understanding the process & problem

Phase 02: Conducting UX Research

Phase 03: UI Design Phase 03: UI Design

Phase 04: Development & Testing

Methodology
01-Introduction

IDEO’s Design thinking approach is, adopt a “beginner’s mind,” with the intent to remain open and curious, to 
assume nothing, and to see ambiguity as an opportunity. The designer's mindset embraces empathy, opti-
mism, iteration, creativity, and ambiguity. And most critically, design thinking keeps people at the center of 
every process..

INSPIRATION IDEATION IMPLEMENTATION
I have a design challenge.
How do I get started?
How do I conduct an interview?
How do I stay human-centered?

I have an opportunity for design.
How do I interpret what I’ve learned?
How do I turn my insights into 
tangible ideas?
How do I make a prototype?

I have an Innovative solution.
How do I make my concept real?
How do I assess if it’s working?
How do I plan for sustainability?

Persona
02-Problem Statement

Creating personas helps in understanding the users' needs, experiences, behaviours and goals. Creating  
personas helps to step out of yourself. It helps to recognise that different people have different requirements 
and expectations, and also helps to identify from whom we’re designing for.

Doctors who use the interface were interviewed over skype and questioned about the problems they face 
when they use the CareMB Connect. 

About Goals Pain Points

     Dr.Chris lives in USA and has only 
one receptionist who communicates 
with the CareMB team throoughout 
the medical billing process. He likes 
to spend quality time with his family 
during the weekends and prefers not 
to be disturbed during weekends.

To understand and monitor his  
Revenue Realization Rate (RRR)

To effeciently use the man power

To run his clinic effectively without 
worrying about the cash flow

Difficulties in understanding 
various terminology

Less intuitive interface

Monitoring the cash flow rate



Prototype
04-Design

Based on the research, the client’s requirements and understanding from the overall medical billing 
process, i started putting together all the necessary elements for the dashboard and presented it to 
the stakeholders. I tested various prototypes before finalizing the layout of the dashboard.

Dr. Chris Hemsworth
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Finally I added the colours, icons and microinteractions to the wireframe so 
the product would be appealing and exciting to use.

Visual
04-Design
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Typography
04-Typography

Ab
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh 
Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq 
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Sofia Pro

Light
Regular
Semi-Bold

The goal of this new type was to create a sans serif font 
which give an impression of both modernism, harmony 
and roundness. These nuances give Sofia a harmonious 
and sensible appearance for both texts and headlines.



UX Research
Project

How might we help desk jobbers avoid 
physical and mental health problems?

fIND
it This research project is intended to create awarness and 

reduce the health hazards of IT professionals and other desk 
jobbers in India. 

DURATION YEAR

3 weeks 2019

3.97 Million
IT employees in India

When does it start?

To better understand the underlying cause, in-depth interviews, questionaries were conducted 
with few IT professionals from various age groups, experience and companies in and around 
South-India for primary research and secondary research is done by collecting quantitative 
data from verified online resources.

Our Personas

“I don’t need six packs and huge biceps”

“I’m not a sportsperson”

Developing persona helped to have deep human-centered vision, and develop a solution 
that can better fit with their needs and wants.

Persona 1
Age: 22
Status: Single
Location: Chennai

Scarlet is a IT professional working for 2+ years 
She loves travelling in her scooty to office and she 
takes care of her father.

She is friendly in nature and loves dogs and chai. 
She is aware of her phyical health and carries a 
water bottle with her to keep track of her hydration 
level.

Personality & Habits

1. Naturally fit
2. Self-aware of health
3. Keeps track of fitness
4. Doesn’t go to gym

Insights

Journey map

09:50   fills water

09:55   back to desk

12:05   restroom

12:20   back to desk

13:15   lunch break

14:05   back to desk

15:20   meeting

16:00   chai time

17.50   leaves desk

09:45   reaches desk

09:00
Leaves home 

09:40
Reaches office 

18:00
Leaves office

19:15
Reaches home 

Persona 2
Age: 25
Status: Single
Location: Chennai

Noah is a IT professional working for 4+ years 
He is a fitness freak and follows professionals 
and fitness models on social media.

He is a extrovert who utilizes time properly.
He takes spare clothes with him to office and utilizes 
office gym and takes shower there after workout. 
He sticks to his diet chart and motivates others too.     

Personality & Habits

1. Keeps his body fit
2. Self-aware of health
3. Manages time effectively
4. Highly motivated 

Insights

Journey map

13:45   lunch time

14:15   back to desk

15:00   team meeting 

16:30   tea break

17:00   goes to gym

18:05   back to desk

19:30   dinner time

20:30   team meeting

21.05   finishes work

13:40   reaches cabin 

12:00
Leaves home 

13:30
Reaches office 

21:15
Leaves office

00:30
Reaches home 

Persona 3
Age: 29
Status: Married
Location: Hyderabad

John is a IT professional working for 6+ years 
He is workaholic and spends most of his free 
time sleeping and watching tv.

He is a introvert and doesn’t socialize with others.
He expects others to respect his privacy and limits.
He doesn’t care much about his physical and 
mental health.

Personality & Habits

1. Lacks time management
2. Handles too much pressure
3. Unaware of health hazard
4. Barely walks 1 km/day

Insights

Journey map

09:50   restroom

10:05   back to desk

11:10   puff & soda

11:20   back to desk

12:45   lunch break

13:15   back to desk

15:30   biscuit & chai 

17:30   leaves desk

09:05   reaches desk

08:30
Leaves home 

09:00
Reaches office 

17:00
Leaves office

18:15
Reaches home 

Persona 4
Age: 26
Status: Single
Location: Bangalore

Romo is a IT professional working for 4+ years 
He loves watching movies and tv series and lives 
far from his family.

He is joyfull and friendly in nature.
He is aware of physical health hazards, but doesn’t 
take any action about it. He hates the bangalore 
traffic but loves the food over there. 

Personality & Habits

1. Tomorrow guy
2. Eats junk food often
3. Supports his family financially
4. Seeks motivation for going to gym

Insights

Journey map

12:40   fights with pc

13:00   pc is stable 

13:30   work mode on

17:30   power break

18:00   back to work

21:30   pc power off

21:35   small talk

12:20   reaches desk

12:15
Leaves home 

12:15
Reaches office 

21:45
Leaves office

22:15
Reaches home 

Insight: Mental health of an individual is directly ifluenced by their physical health

340
Stress score of employee with obesity

320

260

340

240

180

130

Dyslipidemia Hypertension Obesity Diabities Depression Musculoskeletal

Percent had
musculoskeletal
symptoms

Percent had
hypertension

Percent had
diabities

Percent had
dyslipidemia

Percent had
depression

Percent had
obesity

The facts

56 22 1036 5440

With the help of the existing survey data, some insights were revealed on relation between 
stress score and health problems of IT and BPO employees.
Data obtained from: Health problems and stress in information technology and business 
process outsourcing employees

After I was done with my primary and secondary research, I rooted out the real problem. 
These are some of the most important factors that I attempted to solve for.

Lack of awareness of 
health hazards. The 
lesser they knew, the 
lesser they took action.

The one who is aware, 
desperate for motivation 
to act upon it.

People lack dedicated 
time to engage in any 
physical activites due 
to their busy schedule.

Pinch Points

Conclusion
This problem in particular is a wicked problem and there is 
no single solution to this problem.

Self-Awarenss Dedicated TimeMotivation

One possbile solution is, instead of just provinding employees with all the gym facilities, fitness 
courts and much more, companies should also start monitoring the physical activity of their 
workers within the office permises and reward them for their progress periodically.

Why companies should do this?
Every year companies spend huge sum of money on premium insurance. If companies can 
open dialogue surrounding employee health and encourage workers to practise good habits, 
they can make positive steps toward lower premiums.

When employees invest time into their own health, they reap the benefits, especially in the 
workspace. Reasearch from the Health Enchancement Research Organisation showed that 
absenteesim was 27% lower for employees who maintained healthy eating patterns and
exercised regularly. The research also shows that an 11% increase in job performance over 
their unhealthy peers.



Product Design
Project

R-LOCK

When Jan 2020

IIIT Jabalpur

With Rhino 6, Keyshot, Illustrator, Photoshop 

What

Where

R-Lock is a smart simple lock redesigned for people 
who suffer from Age-Related memory loss. R-Lock 
allows the users to ensure whether  their doors are 
securely locked during night time, without switching 
ON the lights or physically inspecting it.

Why The thought of redesigning occured to me, when I 
noticed my grandma searching for light switch in 
middle of night to check if the door is locked properly.

As people grow old, they find it quite difficult to 
carryout their day to day tasks and most of the 
products used by them are often designed for the 
middle age group. One such product is door lock, 
which havn’t gone through any change over the 
years and it is not designed for specific age group.

Why for Age-Related memory loss ?

Our persona

Description

User Story Fitness Scale

Pain Points

Vision clarity
Physical Activity
Autonomy

Worried of Burglers
Feels insecure when alone
She feels pain when walking
due to weak knee joints

Due to the Aged memory loss, sometime 
she overdoes few things which irritates 
her. She doesn’t want anyone to help her 
doing the daily chores.

Nanama

Developing a persona helps in empathizing with the users 
and also in creating user-centric solutions.

Age 72 years
House wife
Lives with her husband
Average in height (5 ft)
Prepares food for both 

40% of people
over the age of 65 experience some form 
of memory loss.

693 Million
One in Eleven in the world is over age of 65

Globally, the population aged 65 and over is growing faster than 
all other age groups.

According to data from World Population Prospects: the 2019 Revi-
sion, by 2050, one in six people in the world will be over age 65 (16%), 
up from one in 11 in 2019 (9%). By 2050, one in four persons living in 
Europe and Northern America could be aged 65 or over. In 2018, for 
the first time in history, persons aged 65 or above outnumbered 
children under five years of age globally. 

3 causes of age-related memory loss

  The hippocampus, a region of the brain involved in the formation   
  and retrieval of memories, often deteriorates with age.

Hormones and proteins that protect and repair brain cells and 
stimulate neural growth also decline with age.

Older people often experience decreased blood flow to the brain, 
which can impair memory and lead to changes in cognitive skills.

User journey map
The process of mapping the user journey encourages and reminds us to consider their entire experience, their feelings, questions and needs 
when they interact with the product. It's used for understanding and addressing customer needs and pain points.

EMOTIONAL
CURVE

WITHOUT
R LOCK

Nanama checks 
main door lock, 
before going to 
sleep

*Switches light OFF*
Goes to sleep in 
bedroom

Feels the urge to 
urinate, wakes up 
and goes to the 
restroom

Wants to check 
door lock once 
again, on the way 
back 

*Switches light ON*
Since can’t reach the 
lock (6’ ht) Confirms 
door is locked

*Switches light OFF*
Goes back to sleep 
in the bedroom

WITH 
R LOCK

Nanama does the 
regular lock check, 
before going to 
sleep

*Switches light OFF*
Goes to sleep in 
bedroom

Feels the urge to 
urinate, wakes up & 
goes to restroom

Wants to check 
door like before, on 
the way back 

Looks at the door 
lock from a dis-
tance, confirms 
that door is locked.

Goes back to sleep 
in the bedroom 
without any trouble

Secure 
& happy

Neutral

Frustated

The Product
R-Lock is a simple, yet smartly redesigned lock that helps the 
users to make sure that their doors are locked securely during 
the night time, to avoid going through the trouble of switching 
ON the light or physically reaching to confirm it.

When the room light is ON and in day light, 
R-LOCK absorbs the light rays

When the room light is OFF, the R-LOCK glows to 
indicate that the door is not locked properly

R LOCKRevolutionary ReassuringRedesigned Radium



Personal
Projects

JAGUAR

MAYAN 

MASK

In Mayan mythology,  the jaguar was seen as the ruler of the Underworld,  and as such,  a symbol of the 
night sun and darkness.  They wore the mask to protect the wearer during batt le by adding spir i tual  
power and also to int imidate the enemy.

I  chose to make this  mask in part icular,  s ince Mayan’s bel ieved the jaguar represents the power to 
face one’s fears and to confront one’s enemies,  which symbolizes my straight forward att i tude.

Sarwin Kumar
sarwinkumar.sk@gmail.com


